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ABSTRACT

Reality monitoring is a memory process in which a
person determines whether a recalled memory was originally
externally derived (e.g., heard, saw externally) or
whether it was originally internally derived (e.g.,
thought, imagined).

The recently detoxified alcoholic

population has demonstrated certain cognitive deficits in
past studies, including memory and visual-perceptual
problems; therefore, it was hypothesized that a group of
recently detoxified alcoholic subjects would perform less
well on both verbal and visual reality monitoring tasks
than would a group of non-alcoholic control subjects.

It

was further hypothesized that the alcoholic subjects would
demonstrate particular difficulty on the visual reality
monitoring task.
A group of 60, male, recently detoxified alcoholic
patients undergoing treatment at a military alcohol
treatment facility and 29 nonalcoholic control subjects
from nearby commands were tested.

Half of the

experimental and control subjects received a visual
reality monitoring test and half of the experimental and
control subjects received a verbal reality monitoring
test.

Results indicated that experimental subjects

performed at or above the level of control subjects on

IV

both verbal and visual reality monitoring tasks;
therefore, there was not evidence of reality monitoring
deficits in the recently detoxified alcoholic patients.
Findings have treatment and self-esteem implications and
lend support to the belief held by some researchers that,
if present at all, memory deficits in the detoxified
alcoholic population are subtle and not easily measurable
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Reality Monitoring (Johnson & Raye, 1981), emerging
in the 1980's as a "major paradigm in memory research"
(Batchelder & Reifer, 1990), refers to the process in
which a person distinguishes between memories which are
based on external events and those which are internally,
or self-, generated.

Reality monitoring errors occur when

a person classifies a past external event as one which was
internally generated, and vice versa.

There has been some

investigation of special populations and their reality
monitoring abilities; however, the detoxified alcoholic
population has not been studied thus far.

There is reason

to suspect that this population might demonstrate reality
monitoring deficits since they have demonstrated various
cognitive deficits in past research.

Historical Antecedents
The reality monitoring model is based, in large part,
on theories of how imagery and perceptions differ.
Podgorny and Shepard (1978) proposed that, while
perceptions and images are not identical, they are
"functionally" equivalent, sharing a common mechanism
responsible for performing both tasks.

Finke (1980)

reviewed recent imagery studies and argued, as well, that
mental images and perceptions are functionally equivalent.
He wrote that mental imagery can activate the information
processing system in much the same manner as perceptions
activate the information processing system, "with certain
limits imposed on how far this activation could extend"
(p. 130).
Segal and Fusella (1970) concluded that mental
imagery and perception share common processes despite
their not being identical.

The authors did not, however,

theorize about the nature of the differences.

As to the

differences between perceptions and images, Neisser (1976)
wrote that they are easily distinguishable.

He proposed

that a mental image was the result of "a readiness to
perceive the imagined object" when in fact the object is
not immediately perceived.

He described these images as

differing from person to person, possibly due to
differences in "accuracy, scope, and detail of the
information they anticipate" (pp. 130-131).
Segal (1971) proposed that various factors lead to
the ability to distinguish an image from a percept,
including qualities of the sensory input, the context of
the experience, and the presence of input from several
sensory modalities.

As will be seen, Johnson and Raye's

(1981) theory of reality monitoring incorporates these
ideas.

Johnson and Payees Theory
of Reality Monitoring
Marcia Johnson and colleagues began investigating the
relationship between internally, or self-, generated
memories and externally derived (based on external events)
memories in the late 1970's.

In 1981 she and Carol Raye

proposed a reality monitoring (RM) model which sought to
explain the processes involved in distinguishing whether a
memory was internally generated (imagined) or externally
derived (real).

Internally generated memories include

memories created by thought and imagination.

Externally

derived memories include memories of perceived events.
According to the model, memories are encoded with
different types of attributes, including sensory
attributes, cognitive operational features, contextual
features, and semantic features.

Sensory attributes refer

to information relaying a specific perceptual feature such
as color and sound.

Cognitive operational features refer

to the mental processes occurring while a perception or
image is being formed, including search processes,
reasoning, decision-making, comparison, and so forth.
Contextual attributes refer to time and space information.

or where and when, and semantic attributes refer to the
amount of details present.
According to the RM model, externally derived
memories, as a class, differ from internally generated
memories in the amounts of the different attributes which
they typically contain.

Externally derived memories, due

to the very nature of perceiving a stimulus or event, are
said to contain more sensory, contextual, and semantic
attributes than do internally generated memories.
Internally generated memories as a class are said to
contain more cognitive operational attributes than do
externally derived memories.
Results of several studies are consistent with these
ideas of the differences between externally derived and
internally generated memories.

Johnson, Raye, Foley, and

Kim (1982) found that memory for location, and in some
cases for time, was better when objects were perceived
than when they were imagined.

Schooler, Gerhard, and

Loftus (1986) found that subjects' descriptions of
imagined memories contained fewer sensory details and
referenced cognitive operations to a greater extent than
did descriptions of perceived events.

Johnson, Foley,

Suengas, and Raye (1988) found that subjects rated recent
perceived events as higher in visual detail, sound, smell,
taste, location, setting, spatial arrangement of objects

and people, and temporal information than recent imagined
events.
Johnson and Raye further proposed that at the time a
memory is retrieved, a person automatically evaluates the
memory and classifies it as either an externally derived
or internally generated memory, based primarily on the
type and degree of these attributes.

For example, a

memory retrieved with strong sensory and contextual
attributes and with few cognitive attributes would likely
be judged to be an externally generated memory.
When a memory retrieved is not easily classified, a
person can either make a best guess or engage in further
reasoning processes, depending on time constraints, the
nature of the memory, consequences of errors, and so
forth.

In this second stage of RM, general beliefs and

knowledge (e.g.. Dinosaurs are extinct; therefore, the
memory is probably from a dream, i.e., internally
generated), educated assumptions, metamemory beliefs
(e.g., I would remember it if I had done that) and related
memory traces are utilized to help in the RM decision.
According to the model, RM errors, or inaccurate
decisions as to the origin of a memory, arise when
memories are atypical of their class or have few
attributes attached to them (e.g., an externally derived
memory with few sensory attributes), when an error occurs

in the secondary reasoning process (e.g., you may not know
that dinosaurs are extinct, or you may wrongly assume that
you would remember something if you did it), and when a
person fails to engage in a secondary reasoning process,
perhaps due to time constraints or a lack of importance
placed on the decision.

Johnson and Raye further proposed

that it is possible to predict when RM failures are likely
to occur.

They reasoned that the more automatically an

internal event occurs, the more likely a RM failure is to
occur with internally generated events.

Search and

decision processes, for example, will be decreased,
leading to the availability of fewer cognitive cues (which
are purported to aid in the classification as an
internally generated one) when the memory is later
retrieved.

The memory will consequently be less typical

of its class, and RM failure will be more likely to occur.
Johnson, Raye, Foley, and Foley (1981) performed a
series of experiments designed to manipulate the amount of
cognitive effort exerted on tasks in a RM paradigm.

In

their study, apparent decreases in cognitive effort during
internal events resulted in a greater number of RM errors
when subjects were later asked to make origin judgments.
Additionally, Finke, Johnson, and Shyi (1988) manipulated
the degree of cognitive operations involved in an

imagining task and a looking task.

Again, results were

consistent with the model, in that increased RM errors
occurred when the degree of cognitive operations was
manipulated to be lowest.
Decreasing the amount of sensory information during
the acquisition of an externally derived memory should
lead to increased confusion and errors during RM, as
should increasing sensory information in an internally
generated memory, as, for example, through vivid imaging.
An earlier study with results which lend support to this
concept is a 1979 study by Johnson, Raye, Wang, and
Taylor.

In this study, the authors investigated the

effect of differing degrees of sensory detail present in
an imagined memory.

The authors found that "good

imagers," or those subjects who reported more accurate and
vivid images, made more errors in frequency judgments of
previously perceived (external) events following internal
rehearsals of those events than did "poor imagers."
Additionally, Kahan and Johnson (1990) found that RM
was very low after subjects either imagined or saw very
simple letters and numbers rotated from their upright
position.

The authors concluded that the stimuli were so

simple that imagery was easy and more accurate than
imagery of more complex stimuli, resulting in fewer

differences between memories of imagined and perceived
items and in increased reality monitoring errors.
Johnson and Raye (1981) proposed that, in general,
increased similarity between internal and external events
should result in decreased discrimination of origin.
Johnson, Foley, and Leach (1988) manipulated the
similarity between real and imagined memories.

They found

that subjects who imagined words in a speaker's voice were
later less able to discriminate whether they had actually
heard a particular word or whether they had thought the
word, than those subjects who imagined words in their own
voice and heard words spoken by a speaker.
Special populations studied have included children,
older healthy adults, older adults with dementia of the
Alzheimer's type, compulsive checkers, and thoughtdisordered patients.

Mitchell, Hunt, and Schmitt (1986),

Cohen and Faulkner (1989), and Hashtroudi, Johnson, and
Chrosniak (1989, 1990) all found decreased RM performance
by normal older adults as compared to younger adults.

All

of these studies found RM deficits by older adults when
they were asked to discriminate between past actions they
had performed and past actions they had imagined
themselves doing.

Gregory, Mergler, Durso, and Zandi

(1988), however, found no age difference in the reality
monitoring performance of younger and older women who were
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asked to discriminate words which had been heard from
words which had been thought.

Mitchell et al. (1986) also

found that older adults with dementia of the Alzheimer's
type were greatly impaired in RM ability as compared to
healthy older adults and college students.
Foley and Johnson (1985) and Lindsay, Johnson, and
Kwon (1991) found that children performed less well on RM
tasks than did adults.

RM tasks which tended to be more

difficult for children involved distinguishing between
memories of past actions and past imagined actions, where
the person performing the actions (self or other) was the
same as the person who was imagined performing the action.
Markham (1991) found that 6-year-olds were less able than
12-year-olds at discriminating between memories of a wide
range of actions only when the person performing the
action (the child or an adult assistant) corresponded to
the person who was imagined performing the action.
Harvey (1985) found that thought-disordered (TD)
schizophrenic patients performed more poorly than nonthought-disordered (NTD) schizophrenic patients in
discriminating between words they had previously said and
words they had previously imagined themselves saying.
manic patients did not, however, perform significantly
differently than NTD manic patients.

In a Harvey,

Earle-Boyer, and Levinson (1988) study, both manic and

TD

schizophrenic patients performed less well than normal
adults in discriminating words which they had previously
read out loud from those they had imagined themselves
saying.
Two studies have focused on patients with
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) with predominately
compulsive checking symptomatology.

In both studies,

patients were found to underestimate their RM abilities,
although their actual RM performance was not statistically
different from the performance of non-checking OCD
subjects and normal control adults (McNally & Kohlbeck,
1993; Sher, Frost, & Otto, 1983).
To date, the detoxified alcoholic patient has not
been studied in terms of RM abilities.

There is reason to

believe that RM deficits may exist in this population
since they have demonstrated both memory and
visual-perceptual deficits in past studies, and both of
these abilities are utilized in reality monitoring.

Cognitive Deficits in the Detoxified
Alcoholic Population
Detoxified alcoholic subjects complain significantly
more than non-alcoholic controls or the general population
of memory problems (Desoto, O'Donnell, Allred, & Lopes,
1985; Shelton & Parson, 1987).
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Additionally, with some

mixed results (e.g., Loberg, 1980; Svanum &
Schladenhauffen, 1986), detoxified alcoholics have
demonstrated poorer performance on a variety of memory
tasks than have non-alcoholic controls (e.g., Acker, 1985;
Guthrie & Elliott, 1980; Kramer, Blusewicz, & Preston,
1989; Nixon, Kujawski, Parsons, & Yohman, 1987; Ryan &
Butters, 1980a, 1980b; Shelton & Parsons, 1987).

Results

of these and similar studies generally indicate an initial
encoding or retrieval problem rather than increased rates
of forgetting.

While memory deficits are often found with

recently detoxified subjects, there is not consistent
evidence of intermediate duration or long-term deficits.
In fact. Parsons and Prigatano (1977) concluded that "if
present at all, only subtle verbal memory defects exist,
at least as measured by the techniques used in our
studies" (p. 192).
Acker (1982), however, in a review wrote that
detoxified alcoholics' memory deficits "have not been
fully appreciated" (p. 96). He referred to memory
deficits in most detoxified alcoholics as "subclinical"
but wrote that a subgroup of "sober" alcoholics have
"clinically relevant memory impairment" (p. 97). Riege
(1987), in a review of memory deficits in alcoholism,
concluded that the memory deficits do exist in detoxified
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alcoholics but are relatively mild, diffuse, and apparent
in tasks requiring effort.
Furthermore, detoxified alcoholic patients have
demonstrated poorer performance on a variety of tasks
sensitive to sensory-perceptual deficits than controls or
a normative population (e.g.. Acker, Ron, Lishman, & Shaw,
1984; Goldman, Williams & Klisz, 1983; Long & McLauchlan,
1974; Miller & Orr, 1980; O'Leary, Donovan, & Chaney,
1977; Wilson, Wiedmann, Phillips, & Brooks, 1988).

In

their review of studies assessing cognitive dysfunction in
alcoholics. Parsons and Leber (1982) concluded that
alcoholics were "mildly but significantly impaired" in
"perceptual-motor-spatial" abilities.

They concluded that

the "majority of research indicates that improvement in
cognitive functioning may be observed over periods ranging
from 3 weeks to 1 year" (p. 247). Goldman (1983), in his
review, stated that visual-spatial abilities "show
persistent impairment, particularly in older alcoholics"
(p. 1050).

This author would argue, conversely, that a

majority of studies has not demonstrated "persistent"
impairment of visual-spatial abilities and that research
demonstrating continued impairment at one year post
detoxification is rare.

There is, however, significant

evidence of sensory-perceptual deficits in the detoxified
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alcoholic population, at least in the early stages of
detoxification.

Reality Monitoring in
Detoxified Alcoholics
To date, the detoxified alcoholic population has not
been studied in terms of RM abilities.

The RM model

indicates that sensory-perceptual processes are important
in the discrimination of past real from past imagined
memories, since past real memories contain increased
sensory cues which are utilized in the discrimination
process.

Detoxified alcoholics have demonstrated

perceptual deficits, particularly visual-perceptual
deficits, and the presence of these deficits suggests that
detoxified alcoholics might display some problems on a RM
task.

Additionally, detoxified alcoholics have

demonstrated evidence of memory deficits.

As RM is a

memory task, the presence of general memory deficits in
alcoholics also suggests the possibility of RM
difficulties with this population.

Although clinical

implications of RM deficits in any population have not
been studied, it seems likely that the presence of RM
deficits could have significant adverse consequences for
an individual, including occupational, interpersonal,
self-esteem, and possibly treatment effects.
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It was therefore proposed that detoxified alcoholic
subjects and non-alcoholic controls be administered two
reality monitoring tasks, one which is predominately
visual in nature and one which is predominately verbal in
nature.

There were two working hypotheses for the

proposed research.

First, it was expected that the

alcoholic subjects would perform more poorly on both tasks
than would nonalcoholic subjects.

Second, it was

hypothesized that alcoholic subjects would perform more
poorly on the reality monitoring task which is
predominately visual than on the reality monitoring task
which is predominately verbal, since alcoholics have
demonstrated their most consistent sensory-perceptual
deficits on tasks with a large visual component.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD

General Research Strategy
A reality monitoring task containing verbal stimuli
and a reality monitoring task containing figural stimuli
were utilized in a study of reality monitoring abilities
of alcoholic subjects as compared to nonalcoholic
subjects.

One group of recently detoxified alcoholic

subjects and one group of nonalcoholic control subjects
were administered a reality monitoring task containing
verbal stimuli (Ver-RMT).

Another group of recently

detoxified alcoholic subjects and a group of nonalcoholic
control subjects were administered a reality monitoring
task containing visual stimuli (Vis-RMT).

Both of these

reality monitoring tasks were adapted from previous
reality monitoring studies.

Performance by alcoholic

subjects on the Ver-RMT was compared with performance by
control subjects on the Ver-RMT, and performance by
alcoholic subjects on the Vis-RMT was compared with
performance by control subjects on the Vis-RMT.

Subjects
Two groups of subjects were utilized in the study,
including a group of detoxified alcoholic patients
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undergoing treatment in an inpatient alcohol
rehabilitation program at a military command, and a group
of nonalcoholic control subjects who were recruited from
local military commands.

Patients were male, active duty

military personnel, between the ages of 19 and 46 years
who had been diagnosed as alcohol dependent (DSM III-R
criteria) by military physicians and/or psychologists.
Patients were recruited at floor meetings and prior to
group workshops.

They were informed of the nature of the

study, volunteers' names were taken, and subjects were
later scheduled for participation.

A control group of

male, active duty, military personnel between the ages of
18 and 41 years and without a reported history of alcohol
abuse were drawn from a similar military population.

No

incentives were offered to subjects for participation in
the study.
Self-report data obtained from both groups of
subjects included age, rank, educational level, ethnicity,
significant medical history, history of drug use, age at
first drink, age of onset of heavy drinking, years of
heavy drinking, time since last drink, parental drinking
history, legal history, and description of drinking
behavior.

Data from subjects who reported histories of

head injury with unconsciousness, cerebral anoxia, drug
abuse, significant medical illness (past or present).
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significant nutritional deficiency, or previously
diagnosed mental illness were excluded from initial
analysis.

No subjects evidenced signs of dementia.

All

of the patients were free of withdrawal symptoms at the
time of their admission, according to the program's
policy.
A total of 112 alcoholic patients participated in the
study. Data from 52 patients were rejected from initial
analysis because the patient met one or more exclusionary
criteria.

Data from 60 patients were therefore utilized

in the analyses.
tested.

A total of 43 control subjects were

Data from 14 control subjects were excluded

because they met one or more exclusionary criteria;
therefore, data from 29 subjects were included in the
initial analysis.

Table 1 shows the number of subjects

excluded by category.
Ethnic breakdown of detoxified alcoholic patients
included 5 African-American subjects, 46 Caucasian
subjects, 6 Mexican-American subjects, 2 Native American
subjects, and 1 subject who endorsed Guaminian as his
ethnic background.

Ethnic breakdown of control subjects

included 2 African-American subjects, 24 Caucasian
subjects, and 3 Mexican-American subjects.
Control subjects did not differ significantly from
alcoholic patients in terms of age (t = .563, df = 87, p =
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Table 1
Number of Subjects Excluded
by Category

Subjects
Exclusionary Category

Control

Past Drug Abuse

Experimental

11

35

History of Head Injury
with Unconsciousness

2

18

History of Diagnosed
Mental Illness

0

Significant Past Health
Problems

0

Significant Present Health

0

2

Excessive Past or Present
Drinking

6

NA

Note: Sum of Subjects above is greater than actual
original group numbers as a result of some subjects
meeting multiple exclusionary criteria
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.575), education (t = 1.94, df = 83, p = .056), or rank
(t = .783, df = 87, p = .439).

Refer to Table 2 for

descriptive statistics of self-report data.

Materials for Verbal Reality
Monitoring Task fVer-RMT)
The Ver-RMT was a replication of the task utilized in
the Gregory et al. (1988) reality monitoring study in
which reality monitoring abilities of older and younger
adults were compared.

This task was not prone to either

ceiling or cellar effects, with both groups scoring an
average of 65% correct reality monitoring decisions.
Sentences were selected from a subset of Bloom and
Fischler's (1980) sentence completion norms, and they (a)
lacked a single terminal word, (b) were between five and
ten words long, and (c) were within a .80 - 1.00 mean
response probability range (probability between .80 and
1.00 that persons will complete the sentence with the
expected word).

For example, for the incomplete sentence,

"The parents pleaded with their daughter to come

,"

the probability is .88 that a subject will complete the
sentence with the word "home." Two lists of complete and
incomplete sentences were generated, each containing a
total of 40 sentences.

The 20 sentences which were

presented in incomplete form in list A were selected at
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of Self-Report
Data of Control and Experimental
Subjects

Experimental

Control
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Age

25.34

6.42

26.15

6.27

Education

13.15

1.87

12.49

1.22

3.30

4.38

1.81

Rank

4.90*

Age, First Drink

14.21

4.09

14.25

4.03

Age, Reg. Drinking

17.89

1.32

18.05

3.71

20.68

4.36

Age, Excess. Drinking
Average Weekly Drinks

4.21

3.99

49.42

36.54

Maximum Daily Drinks

6.76

7.28

19.70

10.68

18.31** 33.37

35.13

36.30

Days Since Last Drink

* Subjects' ranks were converted to integers by assigning
entry level personnel (for Naval personnel: Seaman
Recruit) a rank of "1." For each higher rank, an
additional score of "1" was added. The mean rank of
control subjects was just less than 4 ranks above the
entry level rank, or almost a 2nd Class Petty Officer for
Naval personnel.
** Scores of non-drinkers or those who had not drank in
the past year were excluded from the mean "days since last
drink."
Note: Days since last drink for alcoholic subjects ranged
from 6 to 166 days. Modal range was 6 to 17 days. For
81% of alcoholic subjects, days since last drink was less
than 63 days.
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random from the pool of 40 sentences.

The remaining 20

sentences in the pool were presented in complete form in
list A.

The 20 incomplete sentences in list B were the

sentences presented in complete form on list A.

The 20

complete sentences in list B were the sentences presented
in incomplete form in list A.
ordered in the lists.

Sentences were randomly

Response probabilities were

averaged on both lists to assure that no significant
differences for response probabilities existed between
lists.

(See Appendix B for lists A and B.)

Both sets of

sentences were tape recorded by a trained male vocalist
reading each sentence in monotone at a pace of
approximately 5 seconds per sentence.

There was a 5

second pause between each sentence.

Materials for Visual Reality
Monitoring Task (Vis-RMT^
The Vis-RMT was an adaptation of the task utilized in
the Finke et al. (1988) reality monitoring study.

The

task was not prone to ceiling or cellar effects, with mean
reality monitoring scores for the different groups ranging
from 67 to 77% correct.

The Vis-RMT consisted of slides

of (1) 24 black and white outlined drawings of whole
symmetrical geometrical forms, and (2) 24 black and white
outlined drawings of half versions of the same symmetrical
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geometrical forms.

These forms were chosen so as to be

unfamiliar to the subjects, yet were composed of simple
shapes.

Forms constructed for the present study were

similar to those used in the Finke et al. (1988) study.
(See Appendix C for the whole and half drawings utilized
in the study.)

Two sets of drawings were used.

Set A

contained 12 randomly determined half drawings and whole
versions of the remaining 12 shapes.

Set B contained

whole versions of the 12 drawings presented as halves in
set A, and half drawings of the 12 drawings presented as
wholes in set A.

The order of the drawings in each set

was randomly determined.

All drawings were oriented so

that they were symmetrical about the horizontal axis, and
half drawings were equally divided between right and left
halves.

An additional 12 whole drawings were utilized in

a recognition test.
A pilot study was conducted to attempt to adjust task
performance levels to control for task complexity.

One

group of control subjects (N = 15) made up of
undergraduate psychology students were administered the
verbal reality monitoring task and another group of
subjects (N = 10) were administered the figural task.

The

number of items administered was identical to the number
in the original studies, with 16 slides presented (8 whole
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and 8 half) in the visual task and 40 sentences presented
(20 complete and 20 incomplete) in the verbal task.
Results of t-tests indicated that subjects did
significantly better (t = 2.24, df = 23, p < .05,
two-tailed) on the visual task (M = 88.2, SD = 8.75) than
on the verbal task (M = 79.57, SD = 9.89), indicating a
probable difference in task complexity.

Therefore, an

additional 20 subjects were administered a 32 item version
of the visual task.

Results of t-tests (t = 2.96, df =

33, p < .01, two-tailed) indicated that this time the
subjects performed significantly worse on the lengthened
visual task (M = 67.09, SD = 13.85) than on the verbal
task.

The visual item task was therefore set at an

intermediate level of 24 items for the alcohol study.

Procedure
Subjects were tested in small groups of two to six
subjects each.

Subjects were assigned to Vis-RMT or

Ver-RMT groups according to a predetermined random
schedule.

As the cells were filled, subjects were

assigned to the remaining groups whose cells had yet to be
filled.

On approximately five occasions, the slide

projector was not available when a visual group was
scheduled to be run; therefore, a verbal group was run in
its place.

Thirty alcoholic subjects and 14 nonalcoholic
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control subjects were assigned to the Ver-RMT groups.
Thirty alcoholic subjects and 15 nonalcoholic control
subjects were assigned to the Vis-RMT groups.

For the

Ver-RMT groups, subjects were informed that they would
listen to an audio-tape of complete and incomplete
sentences.

They were instructed to listen to each

complete sentence and rate it on a 3-point scale as to
degree of trueness of the sentence.

Subjects were

informed that they should complete each incomplete
sentence in their minds with the most appropriate word and
then rate the sentence, also in their minds, as to degree
of trueness.

This rating task was utilized in an effort

to increase attention to the sentences and to decrease
efforts at memorizing the sentences in anticipation of a
memory test.

Tape A or tape B was then played.

Two different recognition lists were utilized, with
half of the subjects who participated in the verbal task
receiving one recognition list and half receiving the
other recognition list.

Each recognition list contained

the same words presented in a different randomly
determined order.

Immediately after the tape ended,

subjects were presented with one of these lists of 60
words.

Words consisted of the 20 terminal words of the

complete sentences, the 20 words which were expected (by
the norms) to have been used to complete the incomplete
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sentences, and 20 distractor words.

Distractor words had

not appeared in any of the sentences, were of
approximately equal length as terminal and expected words,
and were drawn from the Bloom and Fischler (1980)
sentences not already used in the study.

Subjects were

asked to indicate by a check mark in the appropriate box
which words were "thought" when originally experienced,
which were "heard" when originally experienced and which
were "new."

After completion of this task, subjects were

given a list of the incomplete sentences previously
presented and were asked to fill in the terminal word.
This final task was a manipulation check to determine
whether subjects generated the expected responses.
Subjects were debriefed and asked not to discuss the
experiment with others until all groups had been run.
For the Vis-RMT groups, subjects were told that they
would view both whole and half symmetrical geometrical
forms and that they should rate the form's complexity on a
3 point scale when presented with a whole form.

They were

instructed that, when presented with a half form, they
should first complete the form in their mind so that a
whole symmetrical form was made and then rate, in their
minds, the complexity of the completed form.

The rating

task was utilized in an attempt to increase attention to
the forms and to decrease attempts to memorize the forms
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in anticipation of a memory test.

Subjects were presented

with either set A or set B slides.

Forms were presented

for 5 seconds each, with approximately a one second pause
between slides.
Immediately following the presentation of the slides,
subjects were presented with slides of 36 whole forms:

12

whole forms subjects had initially seen as whole, 12 whole
versions of forms they initially saw as halves, and 12 new
whole forms.

These forms were presented in one of two

randomly determined orders.

Subjects were asked to

indicate, by making a check in the appropriate box on a
piece of paper, whether each form was originally seen
whole, originally seen as a half, or was new.

Subjects

were then debriefed about the purpose of the study and
were asked not to discuss the experiment with anyone until
all groups had been tested.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

For both reality monitoring tasks, two scores were
obtained for all subjects: an old-new recognition score
and an identification-of-origin, or reality monitoring
score.

Recognition scores are typically obtained in

reality monitoring studies so that a general measure of
memory for the material can be obtained apart from the
measure for memory of origin.

The old-new recognition

score in the Finke et al. (1988) study was the model for
the present study's old-new recognition scores. This
score indicates the percentage of responses in which the
subject correctly recognizes whether an item was
previously perceived (either externally or internally) or
is a new item.

Identification-of-origin scores are also

the standard in RM studies (e.g., Finke et al., 1988;
Johnson et al., 1981; Raye & Johnson, 1980), providing a
specific measure of RM performance.

Identification of

origin scores are measures of the ability to correctly
categorize internal versus external origin of those words
which were recognized as having previously been perceived
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Ver-RMT
Items for which a subject gave a response during the
manipulation check which did not conform to the expected
response were excluded from subsequent analysis for that
subject.

For example, if a subject filled in the blank in

the incomplete sentence, "Sam could not believe her story
was

" with a word other than "true" in the

manipulation check, the word "true" was omitted from
analysis for that subject.

There was not a significant

difference between experimental (M = 2.40, SD = 1.67) and
control (M = 2.86, SD = 3.44) groups for the number of
words which did not conform to the expected response (t =
.60, p = .55). Additionally, if a subject filled a blank
with a word which was presented elsewhere in the
recognition list, that word was also omitted from analysis
for that subject.

Items which were skipped or double

marked were omitted from analysis as well.
Words which were either terminal words from the
completed sentences or which were the anticipated terminal
words from the incomplete sentences were defined as "old."
Distractor words from the recognition task were defined as
"new."

An old-new recognition (ONR) score was obtained

for each subject.

This score was obtained by adding the

total number of items correctly recognized as old to the
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total number of items correctly recognized as new and
dividing by the total number of words, as in:
[T|T+H|H+T|H+H|T+

N|N]/Total Number

of words
where T|T = the number of items marked "thought" which
were actually thought, H|H = the number of items marked
"heard" which were actually heard, T|H = the number of
items marked "thought" which were actually heard, H|T =
the number of items marked "heard" which were actually
thought, and N|N = the number of items marked "new" which
were actually new.

That is, a word was scored as a

correct old recognition if the word was marked by the
subject as having been heard or thought, when the word was
in fact previously a terminal word (either externally
presented or internally generated by the subject),
regardless of whether the subject was correct about
internal or external origin (e.g., a word which was
actually heard but was marked by the subject as thought
was scored as a correct old recognition, because the word
was in fact old).

Two "heard" words and two "thought"

words were omitted from analysis for all subjects because
these words were inadvertently contained in sentences in
other than the terminal position.
An identification-of-origin (100) score was obtained
for all subjects, with the identification-of-origin
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formula defined as the proportion of items correctly
recognized as old which were also correctly identified as
having been thought or heard, or:
[H|H + T|T]/[H|H

+ T|H

+ T|T +

H|T].

Although it was hypothesized that the alcoholic
subjects would perform more poorly on the verbal task than
would the control subjects, the alcoholic group's mean
verbal ONR score was higher, although not significantly
so, than the control group's mean verbal ONR score.
Likewise, the alcoholic group's mean verbal 100 score was
higher than the control group's mean verbal 100 score,
although the difference was not statistically significant.
Refer to Table 3 for group means and standard deviations
and for results of t-tests of group means. Additionally,
Figures 1 and 2 show histogram distributions of alcoholic
and control verbal 100 and ONR scores.
Correlational analyses were performed to investigate
any significant realationships between Verbal 100 and ONR
scores and age, rank, education, drinking history, and
days since last drink for the detoxified alcoholic group.
Verbal ONR scores and Verbal 100 scores correlated
significantly with each other (r = .58, df = 28, p < .01),
indicating a moderate relationship between these two
memory scores.

There were no other significant
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Table 3
Summary of T-tests of Group Means of Visual
Old-New-Recognition and Identification-ofOrigin Scores for Alcoholic
Versus Control Subjects

Control
Mean
Verbal ONR
Verbal 100
Visual ONR
Visual 100

62.34
t
72.04
t
72.47
t
75.55
t

Experimental
SD

Mean

SD
9.68

—

65.49
9.87
1.0, p = .32, df = 42

=

16.19
73.16
12.55
.23, p = .82, df = 42

=

74.44
11.88
.65, p = .52, df = 43

=

10.34
80.09
12.55
1.29, p == .20 , df = 42
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correlations.

Refer to Table 4 for a summary of

correlational analyses.

Vis-RMT
For statistical analyses, items which were originally
presented in whole or half form were defined as "old."
Distractor items were defined as "new."
obtained for each subject.

An ONR score was

The total number of items

correctly recognized as old (i.e., of the items which a
subject marked as having been previously presented either
as whole or half, the number which were in fact previously
presented, regardless of whether the form was presented as
a half or a whole) was added to the number of items
correctly identified as new and divided by the total
number of test items (usually 36).

The formula is as

follows:
[H|H + W|W + W|H + H|W + N|N]/Total Number
of Items
where H|H = the number of items marked "half" which were
presented as half, W|W = the number of items marked
"whole" which were presented whole, W|H = the number of
items marked "whole" which were presented as half, H|W =
the number of items marked "half" which were presented in
whole form, and N|N = the number of items marked "new"
which were in fact new.
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Table 4
Correlation Coefficients for Detoxified
Alcoholic Subjects—Verbal Reality
Monitoring Test

ONR

100

-.1803

.1989

.2390

.0489

-.0399

.0743

Age First Drink

.3595

.0952

Age Regular Drinking

.2092

.0999

Age Excessive Drinking

.0233

.2111

-.1232

.0252

.0216

.0608

-.0338

.1494

Age
Rank
Education

Average Weekly Drinks
Maximum Daily Drinks
Days Since Last Drink

.5796**

ONR
*

p < .05, two-tailed

** p < .01, two-tailed
ONR = Old-New Recognition
100 = Identification-of-Origin
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The 100 formula was defined as "the proportion of
items identified as old that were also correctly
identified as presented in half or whole form" (Finke et
al., 1988).

The formula is as follows:

[H|H + W | W ] / [ H | H + W|H

+ W|W

+

H|W]

(Finke et al., 1988).
Again, it was expected that the alcoholic subjects
would perform more poorly on the visual reality monitoring
task than would the nonalcoholic control subjects.

In

fact, however, alcoholic patients obtained higher 100
scores on the visual task than did nonalcoholic controls;
however, these differences were not statistically
significant.

Alcoholic patients also obtained higher ONR

scores on the visual task than did the nonalcoholic
controls, but again this difference was not statistically
significant.

Refer to Table 3 for group means and

standard deviations and for results of t-tests of group
means.

Additionally, Figures 3 and 4 show histogram

distributions of alcoholic and control visual 100 and ONR
scores.
Correlational analyses were performed to determime
possible relationships between Visual ONR and 100 and age,
rank, education, drinking history, and days since last
drink for the detoxified alcoholic group.

None of the

variables correlated significantly with either memory
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Refer to Table 5 for correlational findings for

visual data.
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Table 5
Correlation Coefficients for Detoxified
Alcoholic Subjects—Visual Reality
Monitoring Test

ONR

100

-.0873

-.1211

.0020

-.1609

-.1464

.0736

Age First Drink

.0828

-.2301

Age Regular Drinking

.0545

-.1331

-.1618

.0673

Average Weekly Drinks

.2368

.0360

Maximum Daily Drinks

.1236

.0148

Days Since Last Drink

.2725

-.1319

Age
Rank
Education

Age Excessive Drinking

.3021

ONR
*

p < .05, two-tailed

** p < .01, two-tailed
ONR = Old-New Recognition
100 = Identification-of-Origin
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

The research hypotheses of this study were that
detoxified alcoholic patients would perform more poorly on
tests of verbal and visual reality monitoring than a group
of nonalcoholic controls and that the detoxified alcoholic
patients would demonstrate relatively more impairment on
the visual task than on the verbal task.

These hypotheses

were based on past findings that detoxified alcoholics
showed deficits in various types of memory functioning as
well as on visual-spatial tasks and that nonverbal
abilities were generally more impaired than verbal ones.
Results of the present study, however, failed to support
the research hypotheses.

The detoxified alcoholic

subjects did not perform significantly worse than the
nonalcoholic subjects on either the visual or the verbal
reality monitoring task.

In fact, although the

differences between group means were not statistically
significant, the detoxified alcoholic group actually
scored higher than the control group on both the general
reality monitoring measure and the old-new recognition
measure for both the visual and the verbal RM tests.
Additionally, although it was expected that the alcoholic
group would have more problems with the visual task than
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the verbal task, the detoxified alcoholic group actually
performed better on the visual RM task, as measured by
discrepancy between alcoholic and control group scores on
the verbal and visual tasks.
While the number of control subjects utilized in the
present study was half the number of experimental
subjects, the lack of significant findings is not due to a
lack of power on that account, since the mean scores of
alcoholic subjects were actually higher than the means
scores of control subjects on all measures.
One possible explanation for study results is that
subjects were given tasks which facilitated attending to
and processing the stimuli during the presentation trial.
Some authors have proposed that detoxified alcoholics do
not as automatically engage in the type of attention and
processing of stimuli which aids storage of memories as do
non-alcoholics.

Ryan and Butters (1983) stated that

detoxified alcoholics performed poorly on certain
neuropsychological tasks "because they take a less active
role in mentally manipulating information" (p. 528). The
nature of the task in the present study, including
mentally completing incomplete drawings and mentally
rating each drawing as to complexity, may have provided
structure and increased attention, thus aiding in the
encoding of memories.
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Additionally, the alcoholic patients in the present
study had abused alcohol for only an average of 5.4 years,
as opposed to the 20+ years in many studies.

The mean age

of the detoxified alcoholics in the present study was 26.2
years, a younger group of alcoholics than is typically
studied.

It is possible that the population in this study

did not demonstrate deficits because of few years of
abusive drinking and/or relatively young age.

Of note,

however, is that age did not correlate significantly with
reality monitoring or old-new recognition score in the
present study.
Furthermore, the present study investigated only a
very specific type of reality monitoring.

The present

study involved discriminating between memories of things
seen or heard externally and memories of things imagined.
When self-actions are involved, reality monitoring may be
more difficult.

It has been hypothesized (Lindsay,

Johnson, & Kwon, 1991) that it is more difficult to
distinguish between memories of actions involving the same
person or source (e.g., doing and imagining oneself
performing action or watching and imagining other
performing action) than to distinguish between memories
involving different sources (e.g., imagining oneself
performing action and watching other performing action).
These types of deficits in discrimination of memories
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cannot be ruled out in the detoxified alcoholic
population.

It is of interest to determine whether this

is a problem for the detoxified alcoholic population,
since remembering whether or not one performed an action
may have the most real-life conseguences of all the
reality monitoring paradigms.

Therefore, it is suggested

that future research examine this type of RM performance
in the detoxified alcoholic population.
While the extent and nature of memory deficits in the
detoxified alcoholic population is not currently clear,
and while there is at present no reason to believe reality
monitoring deficits do exist in the detoxified alcoholic
population, there is reason to believe we can trust the
alcoholic's own assessment of his own memory functioning.
Marshall (1992) in a study of the metamemory processes of
detoxified alcoholics, concluded that the data "offer no
reason why a recovering alcoholic should not be able to
trust his appraisal of his own memory processes" (p. 6)
and added that this knowledge might boost self-confidence
in the patient.

If, therefore, patients believe their

memory is working at normal levels, there is not reason to
doubt their own assessment.

If, however, they believe

they are having memory problems, there is also not reason
to doubt that this assessment is accurate.
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APPENDIX A
EXPANDED LITERATURE REVIEW

Reality monitoring (Johnson & Raye, 1981), emerging
in the 1980's as a "major paradigm in memory research"
(Batchelder and Riefer, 1990) refers to the process in
which a person distinguishes between memories which are
externally derived (based on external events) and those
which are internally, or self-, generated.

There has been

significant empirical support for the model, which assumes
qualitative differences in perceptions and images and that
these differences are stored and later aid in
distinguishing between the memories.

Although there has

been some empirical study of the reality monitoring
abilities of special populations, the detoxified alcoholic
population has not been studied thus far.

There is

reason, however, to suspect that this population might
demonstrate reality monitoring deficits.

Various studies

(for a review, see Goldman, 1983) have shown both memory
and visual-perceptual deficits with the detoxified
alcoholic population, thus, it is of interest to determine
whether reality monitoring deficits exist in this
population.

The existence of reality monitoring deficits

in everyday life (i.e., not being able to trust one's
memory of whether events actually took place or were only
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thought about, imagined, dreamt) could have considerable
practical significance.

For example, reality monitoring

deficits could affect recovery, through increased
self-doubt and decreased self-confidence.

Deficits could

also lead to increased stress and difficulties in personal
and work functioning.

The Processes of Perception
and Mental Imagery
While the original reality monitoring model did not
attempt to explain the processes underlying perception and
mental imagery per se; the model was based on past
theories of how imagery and perception differ.

This

literature will therefore be briefly reviewed.
Neisser (1976) described perceiving as "the basic
cognitive activity out of which all other must emerge" (p.
9).

"Perception," he wrote, "is where cognition and

reality meet," and further, "is a matter of discovering
what the environment is really like and adapting to it"
(p. 9 ) . In information processing theories (see Finke,
1980), perception has generally been expressed in terms of
the receiving and processing of sensory information.
Mental imagery, furthermore, was defined by Finke (1989)
as:
...the mental invention or recreation of an
experience that in at least some respects
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resembles the experience of actually perceiving
an object or an event, either in conjunction
with, or in the absence of, direct sensory
stimulation. (p. 4)
Just how closely mental imagery resembles the
experience of perception is a matter of some disagreement.
Hume (1739/1978) was one of the first theorists to assert
that the experiences of perception and mental imagery
differed, not qualitatively, but in terms of intensity or
"degrees of force and liveliness" (p. 1). He described
images of simple objects as being exact replicas of the
perceived object, differing "only in degree, not in
nature" (p. 3). He asserted that this difference in
intensity was almost always sufficient to enable a person
to distinguish between images and perceptions, writing
that only "in sleep, in a fever, in madness, or in any
very violent emotions of soul" were images and perceptions
likely to be confused (p. 2).
Reid (1764/1975) rebelled against the notion that
perceptions and mental images differed only in degree.

He

employed his famous "common sense" reasoning in a rebuttal
of Hume when he wrote:
Indeed, if a man should maintain that a circle,
a square, and a triangle differ only in
magnitude, and not in figure, I believe he would
find nobody disposed either to believe him or to
argue against him; and yet I do not think it
less shocking to common sense, to maintain that
sensation, memory, and imagination differ only
in degree, and not in kind. (pp. 17-18)
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James (1890/1981), like Hume, theorized that mental
images and perceptions differed in terms of intensity.
Agreeing, however, with earlier writers that the ability
to distinguish reality and fantasy is essential for our
adaptation and survival, James proposed that energy from
the external environment provided sufficient stimulation
of the brain to result in the experiencing of a
perception.

He wrote that, under most circumstances,

sufficient energy could not be generated internally to
produce the chain of events leading to the more intense
perception, and thus the less intense image was
experienced (pp. 720-721.)
Other theorists have supported James' view of a
common structural element involved in perception and
mental imagery.

Hebb (1968) proposed that images are

formed from the same neurological structures which are
activated with external sensory input.

According to Hebb,

images lead to the activation of the neurological
structures higher up in the hierarchical chain than where
sensory inputs activate the structures.
Podgorny and Shepard (1978) proposed that, while
perceptions and images are not identical, they are
"functionally" equivalent, sharing a common mechanism
responsible for performing both tasks (see Shepard &
Podgorny, 1978 for a review of studies showing a
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functional correspondence between perception and imagery).
Finke (1980) reviewed experimental work on imagery which
had been recently published and argued, as well, that
mental images and perceptions are functionally equivalent.
Finke wrote that mental imagery can activate the
information processing system in much the same manner as
perceptions activate the information processing system.
He stated that "the types of images that a person decides
to form would specify which mechanisms in the visual
system are to be activated, with certain limits imposed on
how far this activation could extend" (p. 130).
Segal and Fusella (1970) concluded that mental
imagery and perception share common processes despite
their not being identical.

The authors asked subjects to

form either auditory or visual images and, immediately
following, to indicate when they detected auditory or
visual signals presented by the experimenter.

The forming

of auditory images, more so than the forming of visual
images, interfered with the detection of auditory signals,
and vice versa.

Some theorists have proposed more

specific theories of the structural mechanisms for
imagery, emphasizing structural components (e.g., Kosslyn
& Schwartz, 1977; Trehub, 1977);

however, these theories

are beyond the scope of the present study.
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Modern theorists do agree that mental images and
perceptions are not identical, despite the possibility of
sharing structural mechanisms.

The nature of these

differences has not been well explored, however.

As to

the differences between perceptions and images, Neisser
(1976) wrote that they are easily distinguishable. He
proposed that a mental image was the result of "a
readiness to perceive the imagined object" when in fact
the object is not immediately perceived.

He described

these images as differing from person to person, possibly
due to differences in "accuracy, scope, and detail of the
information they anticipate" (pp. 130-131).
Hasher and Zacks (1979), in a paper presenting the
framework for a theory addressing the attentional
requirements of different encoding operations, proposed
that some aspects of perception are more "automatic" than
imagination and thought.

The encoding of spatial

location, time, and frequency of occurrence was proposed
to be automatic, requiring minimal attentional resources.
Imagery was proposed to be a more "effortful" process,
with greater attentional demands.

For a review of debate

concerning the nature of mental imagery, see Pylyshyn
(1981).
Regarding the ability to distinguish an image from a
percept, Segal (1971) wrote.
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It seems more reasonable to assume that the
decision is usually correct only because so many
factors, such as the qualities of the sensory
input, certain quantitative and qualitative
characteristics of the emergent experience, the
confluence of input from different sense
modalities, and contextual probabilities
inferred from many past experiences, enter into
it. (p. 95)
These tenants are very similar to those on which Johnson
and Raye's (1981) reality monitoring model is based.

Comparison of Past Perceptions
and Past Mental Images
While past percepts and past images have been
compared to a lesser extent than present percepts and
images, there has been some discussion of this area.

Hume

(1739/1978) wrote, " 'Tis evident...that the ideas of
memory are much more lively and strong than those of the
imagination, and that the former faculty paints its
objects in more distinct colours, than any which are
employed by the latter" (p. 9). He described a remembered
real event as flowing into the mind "in a forcible
manner," compared with the "faint and languid" manner in
which an imagination flows into the mind (p. 9). Reid
(1785/1975) wrote, "Perhaps in infancy, or a disorder of
mind, things remembered may be confounded with those which
are merely imagined" (p. 207). Reid wrote that adults of
"sound mind" could distinguish remembered real events from
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remembered imagined events because "he remembers the thing
distinctly" (p. 207).
Mill (1869/1967) proposed that since perceiving and
imaging are distinguishable when they initially occur, it
is likely that they are distinguishable when they are
remembered (p. 334). James (1890/1981) wrote the
following:
The sense of a peculiar active relation in it to
ourselves is what gives to an object the
characteristic quality of reality, and a merely
imagined past event differs from a recollected
one only in the absence of this peculiar feeling
relation. But in their other determinants the
re-recollected past and the imaginary past may
be much the same....Wherever, in fact, the
recalled event does appear without a definite
setting, it is hard to distinguish it from a
mere creation of fancy. But in proportion as
its image lingers and recalls associates which
gradually become more definite, it grows more
and more distinctly into a remembered thing,
(pp. 614-619)

Johnson and Raye's Theory
of Reality Monitoring
Marcia Johnson and colleagues began investigating the
relationship between internally, or self-generated
memories and externally derived memories in the late
1970's, and in 1981 she and Carol Raye proposed a reality
monitoring (RM) model which sought to explain the
processes involved in distinguishing whether a memory was
internally generated or externally derived (Johnson &
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Raye, 1981). Internally generated memories included
memories created by thought and imagination.

Externally

derived memories included memories of perceived events.
According to the model, both types of memories are
potentially encoded with many different types of
attributes.

Major categories of attributes include

sensory attributes, cognitive operational features,
contextual features, and semantic features.

Sensory

attributes refer to information relaying a specific
perceptual feature such as color and sound.

Cognitive

operational features refer to the mental processes
occurring while a perception or image is being formed,
including search processes, reasoning, decision-making,
comparisons, and so forth.

Contextual attributes refer to

time and space information, or where and when, and
semantic attributes refer to the amount of details
present.
Externally derived memories, as a class, are said to
differ from internally generated memories in the amounts
of the different attributes which they typically contain.
Externally derived memories reportedly contain more
sensory, contextual, and semantic attributes than do
internally generated memories.

Internally generated

memories as a class are said to contain more cognitive
operational attributes.
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Johnson and Raye proposed that at the time a memory
is retrieved, a person automatically evaluates the memory,
utilizing the above guidelines or criteria. For example,
if the memory retrieved has strong sensory and contextual
attributes with few cognitive attributes and much detail,
the person would almost certainly conclude that the memory
was externally derived.

Because memories retrieved do not

always fit perfectly with the established criteria, a
person can either make a best guess or engage in further
reasoning processes, depending on time constraints, the
nature of the memory, consequences of errors, and so
forth.

This second type of RM process involves utilizing

other information available.

This information could be in

the form of general beliefs and knowledge or educated
assumptions (e.g., giraffes are not purple, Elvis Presley
is dead, my ex-wife lives in Alaska).

Other information

could include metamemory beliefs (e.g., I would remember
it if I had done that) or related memory traces which are
retrieved.

After the person evaluates the memory on the

basis of the types and amounts of attributes it contains,
and possibly engages in further reasoning processes
outlined above, a decision as to the origin of the memory
is made.
The RM model allows for the occurrence of errors in
the decision-making process, leading to a RM failure, or
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an inaccurate decision as to the origin of a memory.
Errors could arise as a result of a memory being atypical
of its class of memories (e.g., an externally derived
memory with few sensory attributes) or as a result of
either an error in the secondary reasoning process (e.g.,
you may not know that Elvis is dead, or your assumption
that you would remember it if you did it may be wrong) or
simply a failure to engage in a secondary reasoning
process.

Johnson and Raye further proposed that it is

possible to predict when RM failures are likely to occur.
They reasoned that the more automatically an internal
event occurs, the more likely a RM failure is to occur.
Search and decision processes, for example, will be
decreased, leading to the availability of fewer cognitive
cues when the memory is later retrieved.

The memory will

consequently be less typical of its class, and RM failures
will be more likely to occur.

Decreasing the amount of

sensory information available during the acguisition of an
externally derived memory should lead to increased
confusions during RM, as should increasing sensory
information in an internally generated memory.

Both of

these occurrences should decrease the cues which typically
differentiate externally derived from internally generated
memories.

In general, increased similarity between
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internal and external events should result in decreased
discrimination of origin.
Johnson and Raye's original RM model (1981) referred
to RM both as the "process of distinguishing a past
perception from a past act of imagination" and as "the
processes by which a person attributes a memory to an
external or an internal source."

According to these

definitions, actions performed by oneself should be
classified as external or "real" since they could clearly
not be classified as "imagined."

However, in a subsequent

expansion of the RM model into a source monitoring model
(Johnson, 1988), both self-actions and thoughts were
categorized as having an internal source.

Distinguishing

between memories of one's past thoughts and one's past
acts was referred to as self-monitoring.

Self-monitoring

was said to be the process of distinguishing between
memories which both had an internal source, whereas RM was
said to be the process of distinguishing between memories
which had an internal source and those which had an
external source.
This change is problematic, however, since
self-actions would not be expected to contain, for
example, less sensory detail than externally generated
memories as the original theory predicted.

It is this

author's opinion that the original RM model, which
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utilized the imagined/real distinction, has received
considerable empirical support and that the latter
classification of self-actions as having an internal
source is not consistent with the original model.
Therefore, studies which examine the ability to
distinguish between one's past acts and one's past
thoughts will be included in this review of RM studies.

Empirical Support for the Model
Several aspects of the Johnson and Raye (1981) model
have received support from results of empirical studies.
Results of a Johnson, Raye, Foley, and Kim (1982) study
provide partial support for the argument that memories of
perceived events contain more spatial and temporal
information than do memories of imagined events. The
authors found that memory for location was better for
objects which were perceived on one of two screens than
for objects which were imagined on one of two screens.
This superiority in remembering location was over and
above the general superiority of recall for perceived
objects.

In a second experiment, there was no difference

in accuracy of temporal judgments for pictures which had
been perceived and pictures which had been imagined,
except for those pictures which occurred in the last
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eighth of the presentation sequence.

For these pictures,

temporal judgments were better for perceived pictures.
Results of a Schooler, Gerhard, and Loftus (1986)
study are consistent with Johnson and Raye's proposals
that memories for imagined events contain more cognitive
operational attributes and fewer sensory attributes than
do memories of real events.

Subjects were witnesses to a

complex event and then were misled about certain
information they had seen.

The authors then investigated

differences in verbal descriptions of events which were
perceived and events which the subjects believed were
perceived but which were actually imagined.

Schooler et

al. found that descriptions of events subjects had
imagined as a result of a post-event suggestion were
longer, contained more hedges and fewer sensory details,
and referenced cognitive operations to a greater extent
than did descriptions of perceived events.
Johnson, Foley, Suengas, and Raye (1988) asked
subjects to rate phenomenal characteristics of recent and
childhood memories of both perceived and imagined events.
Subjects rated recent perceived events as higher in visual
detail, sound, smell, taste, realism, location, setting,
spatial arrangement of objects and people, and temporal
information, than they rated recent imagined events.
Childhood perceived events were rated higher than
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childhood imagined events in characteristics of realism,
taste, and year.

In a second study, subjects described

how they knew whether an autobiographical event had or had
not occurred (was real or imagined).

Subjects mentioned

more sensory and contextual details and referred to
supporting memories more often when describing how they
knew an event had actually happened.

They utilized more

reasoning in determining that an event had been imagined.
Results of these studies are consistent with the idea that
memories of perceived (externally derived) events contain
more sensory attributes, contextual attributes, and
general detail than do internally generated memories.
Additionally, the employment of increased reasoning in
determining that an event had been imagined points to the
secondary RM process in which an individual engages in
further reasoning process to help make a RM decision.
There has been empirical support for Johnson and
Raye's supposition that decreased cognitive effort (or
increased automaticity) in internally generated tasks
should lead to poorer RM as a result of the decreased
cognitive operational cues to determine origin.

Johnson,

Raye, Foley, and Foley (1981) performed a series of
experiments designed to manipulate the amount of cognitive
effort exerted on tasks in a reality monitoring paradigm.
Subjects were asked to internally generate an example of a
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member of a specified category in some instances (image
condition) and to merely look at an example of a category
and a member of that category in other instances (perceive
condition).

Another group of subjects were asked to

internally generate an example of an opposite of a
stimulus word in some instances (image condition) and to
merely look at an example of a stimulus word and its
opposite in other instances (perceive condition).
Subjects who looked at as well as generated category
members were later better at making reality monitoring
decisions (i.e., in discriminating presented from
self-generated words) than subjects who looked at as well
as generated opposites of stimulus words.

Theoretically,

the effort required to generate a member of a category was
greater than the effort required to generate an opposite
of a word.

Therefore, more cognitive cues (such as search

and decision) were available for the "categories" subjects
than for the "opposites" subjects when they were asked to
make origin judgments.

These results support the claim

that increased automaticity should lead to more reality
monitoring failures.
Additionally, subjects presented with the first
letter of the expected response were later worse at making
reality monitoring decisions (i.e., in discriminating
presented from self-generated words) than subjects who
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were not given the first letter, perhaps because
presenting the first letter led to decreased cognitive
effort.

However, presenting the first letter could lead

to increased sensory cues for internally generated items
and therefore more confusion as to origin, since memories
of internally generated events should contain relatively
few sensory cues.
Finke, Johnson, and Shyi (1988) manipulated the
degree of cognitive operations involved in a task in which
subjects were asked to imagine completing half of an
incomplete symmetrical form.

In an initial experiment,

subjects rated the task of imagining to complete a form
which was symmetrical about the horizontal axis as more
difficult than the task of imagining to complete a form
which was symmetrical about the vertical axis.

In a

second experiment, subjects asked to imagine completing
forms symmetrical about the horizontal axis were better
able to remember which forms they had imagined completing
and which forms had been presented to them whole, than the
subjects who imagined completing forms symmetrical about
the vertical axis.

According to the authors, the more

difficult imagining task (with forms symmetrical about the
horizontal axis) led to increased cognitive effort on the
part of subjects.

Because of this increase in cognitive

effort during the encoding of the internal memory (i.e..
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while imagining to complete the forms), the subjects later
had more memories of cognitive operational attributes and
were, therefore, better able to remember which forms they
had imagined completing (i.e., better RM discrimination).
The process of imagining to complete forms symmetrical
about the vertical axis was presumably more automatic
since it was easier.

Therefore, less cognitive

operational information was theoretically later available
with which to determine whether forms were completed
internally or externally (perceived).
Johnson, Raye, Wang, and Taylor (1979) investigated
the effect of differing degrees of sensory detail present
in an imagined memory.

They divided subjects into groups

of good and poor imagers by having them view and then
image a picture and, then rate the accuracy of their
images.

Subjects were then given a surprise test of the

details of the test pictures, with the top and bottom
scoring subjects assigned to good and poor imager groups.
A previous study (Johnson, Taylor, & Raye, 1977) had
demonstrated that increasing the frequency of internal
rehearsals of a previously presented external event later
resulted in increased estimates by the subjects of the
number of times the event had been externally presented.
In the Johnson, Raye, Wang, and Taylor (1979) study, this
effect was more pronounced with good imagers.
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That is,

when good imagers imagined a previously viewed stimulus,
their judgments of the times they had actually seen the
stimulus was more influenced by the number of times they
imagined the stimulus than were the judgments of poor
imagers.
Results of this study lend support to the concept
that increasing sensory information in an internally
generated memory should result in increased RM errors.
According to Johnson et al. (1979), when the good imagers
internally rehearsed the events, they created memories
which were similar to the actual events (i.e., contained
high sensory attributes), and thus these subjects believed
they had experienced the events more times than they
actually had.
Johnson, Foley, and Leach (1988) manipulated the
similarity between real and imagined memories by asking
subjects to listen to a speaker saying some words and to
imagine other words in either their own or the speaker's
voice.

Subjects were better able to discriminate whether

they had heard or thought the words when they imagined
saying the words in their own voice. Imagining the words
in the speaker's voice produced more RM confusions, which
is consistent with the concept that increased similarity
between perceived and imagined events leads to poorer
discrimination of origin.
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Kahan and Johnson (1990) manipulated the similarity
between perceived and imagined items.

They asked subjects

to look at simple letters and numbers which were in their
upright positions and then to either look at or imagine
looking at the letters and numbers in a rotated position
around a circle.

The authors deliberately chose very

simple stimuli which they believed would be easy to image.
Old/new recognition, as defined by the percentage of total
items which were correctly recognized as either new or as
having been previously seen or imagined (old), was good
under these conditions; however, RM, as defined by the
percentage of items correctly recognized as "old" which
were also correctly categorized as either seen or
imagined, was low.

According to the authors, the

simplicity of the imaging task may have led to vivid
images and higher sensory cues than in most memories of
imagined objects, resulting in fewer differences between
memories of imagined and perceived items. Additionally,
seeing the letters and numbers in a rotated (but fixed)
position should result in the subjects mentally rotating
the items between the positions (see Freyd & Finke, 1984).
This mental rotation should increase the cognitive
processes coded with memories for real events, resulting
in increased similarity between real and imagined memories
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and, thus, increased RM errors.

Results were consistent

with the RM model.
As evidenced by the above studies, the RM model has
received some empirical support.

Studies have supported

the existence of dimensions along which internally and
externally generated memories differ.

Additionally,

predictions based on the model have been supported.

Special Populations Studied
Special populations studied have included children,
older healthy adults, older adults with dementia of the
Alzheimer's type, compulsive checkers, and thoughtdisordered patients.

Mitchell, Hunt, and Schmitt (1986),

Cohen and Faulkner (1989), Hashtroudi, Johnson, and
Chrosniak (1989, 1990) all found decreased RM performance
by normal older adults as compared to younger adults.

In

the Cohen and Faulkner (1989) study, older adults were
divided into old-old (M age = 76) and young-old groups (M
age = 6 5 ) , and their performance was compared with that of
younger adults (M age = 3 1 ) . Old-old subjects made more
source confusions for imagined actions (i.e., attributed
these actions as having been watched or imagined) than did
both young-old and young subjects.
All of the studies which found RM deficits in older
adults involved discriminating between past actions they
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had performed and past actions they had imagined
themselves performing.

Gregory, Mergler, Durso, and Zandi

(1988), however, found no age differences in the reality
monitoring performance of younger and older women who were
asked to discriminate words which had been heard from
words which had been thought.
Mitchell et al. (1986) found that older adults with
dementia of the Alzheimer's type were greatly impaired in
RM ability as compared to healthy older adults and college
students.

Harvey (1985) found that thought-disordered

(TD) schizophrenic patients performed more poorly than
non-thought-disordered (NTD) schizophrenic patients in
discriminating between words they had previously said and
words they had previously imagined themselves saying.

TD

manic patients did not, however, perform significantly
differently than NTD manic patients.

In a Harvey,

Earle-Boyer, and Levinson (1988) study, both manic and
schizophrenic patients performed less well than normal
adults in discriminating words which they had previously
read out loud from those they had imagined themselves
saying.

Harvey and Serper (1990) had schizophrenic

patients read some words aloud and imagine saying other
words.

The authors found that RM discrimination scores

were negatively correlated to the severity of positive
thought disorder.
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Children's reality monitoring abilities have also
been studied.

Johnson, Raye, Hasher, and Chromiak (1979)

found that college-aged subjects and 8-, 10-, and 12-yearold children all increased their estimates of the
frequency with which they saw a picture or object as a
result of mentally imagining the picture or object.
Children were not more likely than college students to be
influenced by their imaginings.

Foley and Johnson (1985)

found that 6- and 9-year-old subjects both performed less
well than college students when asked to discriminate
between memories of having performed actions versus having
imagined themselves performing actions.

Further, children

(M age = 8 . 7 years) in a Lindsay, Johnson and Kwon (1991)
study performed less well than adults on a task in which
they discriminated past actions from past imaginations,
particularly when the person performing actions (either
the subject or an assistant to the experimenter) was also
the person who was imagined performing actions. Markham
(1991) found that 6-year-olds were less able than
12-year-olds at discriminating between memories of a wide
range of actions only when the person performing the
action (the child or an adult assistant) corresponded to
the person who was imagined performing the action.
Obsessive-compulsive subjects with predominately
compulsive checking symptomatology were found to
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underestimate their RM abilities, although their actual RM
performance was not statistically different from the
performance of non-checkers (McNally & Kohlbeck, 1993;
Sher, Frost, & Otto, 1983).
To date, the detoxified alcoholic population has not
been studied in terms of RM abilities.

There is reason to

believe that RM deficits may exist in this population
since they have demonstrated both memory and
visual-perceptual deficits in past studies, and both of
these abilities are utilized in reality monitoring.

Detoxified Alcoholics—Memory Deficits
Detoxified alcoholic subjects complain significantly
more than non-alcoholic controls or the general population
of memory problems.

Shelton and Parsons (1987) obtained

alcoholic patients' assessments of their functioning for
the 6 month period prior to hospitalization.

The patients

complained significantly more (p < .001) of memory
problems than did a group of controls.

The patients,

abstinent 21-50 days at time of testing, performed
significantly worse than controls on a "cluster" of memory
tests, comprised of the WMS Semantic and Figural Memory
and the Symbol-Digit Paired Associates Task (See Kapur &
Butters, 1977; and Ryan & Butters, 1980a).
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DeSoto, O'Donnell, Allred, and Lopes (1985) reported
on five groups of alcoholics whose abstinence ranged from
less than 6 months to over 10 years.

Patients in all

abstinence groups complained of "trouble remembering
things" to a significantly greater extent than does the
general population.

Alcoholics abstinent 10 years and

less complained (more so than the general population) of
having to check and double check what they do.
The Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS; Wechsler, 1945) has
been utilized widely in memory tests of clinical
populations.
abilities.

This test assesses a wide range of memory

While Loberg (1980) failed to find deficits in

the Logical Memory (a test of short-term verbal recall),
Figural Memory (a test of short-term visual memory, this
test requires subjects to reproduce drawings mechanically) , or Paired Associates (a test of associative
learning) subtests in a group of Norwegian alcoholics who
had a mean detoxification time of 33.7 days, Acker (1985)
found deficits in the Logical Memory subtest in a group of
female detoxified alcoholics (at least 10 days since last
drink, M = 23 days).

These patients also performed worse

than controls on the Partial Word Recognition and Recall,
as well as on computer tests of verbal and spatial memory.
Svanum and Schladenhauffen (1986) found essentially normal
functioning on the WMS in a population of 40 male
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alcoholics who had been detoxified at least three weeks;
however, Nixon, Kujawski, Parsons, and Yohman (1987) found
that a group of detoxified alcoholics (abstinent at least
3 weeks, M = 31 days) performed significantly less well on
the Logical Memory and Figural Memory subtests of the WMS
at both immediate recall and 30-minute delayed recall.
Rates of forgetting did not differ between alcoholics and
controls, suggesting an encoding or initial retrieval
deficit in the alcoholics.
Kramer, Blusewicz, and Preston (1989) administered
the California Verbal Learning Test (Delis, Kramer,
Kaplan, & Ober, 1987) which provides measures of recall,
recognition, learning strategies, and error types, to
groups of young (M age =37.2 yrs, abstinent 28-210 days)
and old (M age =59.2 yrs, abstinent 21-209 days)
detoxified alcoholics and young (M age = 33.0 yrs) and old
(M age = 64.7 yrs) controls.

Alcoholic subjects performed

worse on all recall and recognition trials, and, with the
exception of the first learning trial, older subjects
performed worse than younger subjects.

The effects of age

and alcoholism was similar on the recall tests; however,
alcoholics improved significantly less on recognition
tests than did controls.

The authors concluded that

results were consistent with the presence of a retrieval
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deficit in the elderly and an encoding or storage deficit
in the alcoholic population.
Detoxified alcoholics (at least one month) have
performed more poorly than controls on the Verbal-Verbal
Paired-Associates Learning Test (Ryan & Butters, 1980a,
1980b).

Alcoholic subjects remembered fewer associations

during both the initial 4 trials and during the 4 trials
at 30 minute delayed-recall than did non-alcoholic
controls.

There was, however, not significant evidence of

worse forgetting by the alcoholic subjects since the
patients never learned the associations to the extent that
the control subjects did, and differences between
alcoholic and control scores was not greater at
delayed-recall than at immediate recall. Again, results
of this study are consistent with an initial encoding
deficit in detoxified alcoholics.
Ober and Stillman (1988) found that detoxified
alcoholics (minimum = 21 days) performed as well on a
visual recognition test in an eyewitness paradigm test,
suggesting that alcoholics are not more suggestible than
controls to misleading after-the-fact information. The
alcoholic subjects did perform more poorly than controls
in discriminating correct from incorrect verbal statements
about the accident.
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Yohman, Parsons, and Leber (1985) administered
neuropsychological test batteries to 37 alcoholic subjects
—tested at 7 weeks post drinking and then 13 months later
—and 20 non-alcoholic controls matched for age and
education.

Alcoholics performed significantly worse on

the Memory for Designs Test (MFD) (Graham & Kendall, 1960)
at initial testing but not at 13 month retest.

The MFD

test is a test of visual recall in which a subject is
shown a simple design made of straight lines and then
asked to reproduce the design from memory.

This test also

taps fine-motor as well as visual-perceptual abilities.
Fabian, Parsons, and Silberstein (1981) compared the
performance of detoxified (abstinent at least 10 days)
female alcoholics to that of controls on a neuropsychological test battery and found that the alcoholic subjects
performed less well on the Memory for Designs Test

(p <

.01) and the Tactual Performance Test (TPT) - location
subtest (Reitan & Davison, 1974), yet they failed to
replicate these results in a second group of subjects.
The TPT location subtest is a test of short-term recall of
the location of objects perceived only tactually.
Guthrie and Elliott (1980) tested 92 alcoholics on
the fourteenth day of abstinence.

Thirty-six percent of

the patients and none of the controls (p < .001) scored in
the impaired range on the Three-Minute Recall Test
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(unstandardized, see Guthrie & Elliott, 1980), a test of
verbal short-term recall.

On the Paired-Associates Test

(unstandardized, see Guthrie & Elliott, 1980), a test of
verbal associative learning, 31% of the alcoholics and
none of the control subjects scored in the impaired range
(p < .001).

Yohman and Parsons (1985), however, found no

impairment in verbal paired-associate learning in a group
of alcoholics abstinent one month.
The Four-Word Short-Term Memory Test (see Ryan &
Butters, 1980b) is a test of verbal short-term memory
which has been utilized in testing for memory deficits in
alcoholics.

Ryan, Butters, and associates published a

series of investigations in which detoxified alcoholics
demonstrated memory deficits on this test.

Ryan, DiDario,

Butters, and Adinolfi (1980) reported that control
subjects performed significantly (p < .025) better than
both short-term detoxified (M = 1.6 months) alcoholic
subjects and long-term detoxified (M = 21.2 months) on the
Four-Word Short-Term Memory Test and that long-term
detoxified alcoholics did not perform significantly
differently on the test from short-term detoxified
alcoholics.

Ryan and Butters (1980a) investigated the

memory functioning of 8 detoxified (at least one month)
chronic alcoholic patients with complaints of memory
problems, 10 detoxified (at least one month) chronic
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alcoholic patients without complaints of memory problems,
10 non-alcoholic controls, and 10 Korsakoff alcoholics.
Controls performed better on the Four-Word Short-Term
Memory Test than did alcoholics without memory complaints
(p < .001).

Although alcoholics without memory complaints

performed better than alcoholics with memory complaints,
this difference was not statistically significant.

No

statistical difference was found between scores of
alcoholics with memory complaints and scores of Korsakoff
alcoholics.
Ryan and Butters (1980b) divided detoxified (at least
one month, M = 8.0 months) alcoholic subjects and
non-alcoholic control subjects into old (alcoholic M age =
54.15 yrs; control M age = 54.20 yrs) and young (alcoholic
M age = 42.30; control M age = 40.95) groups. A group of
"elderly" (M age = 62.5) controls were also tested.
Younger subjects performed better than older subjects (p <
.05) on the Four-Word Short-Term Memory Test, and control
subjects performed better than alcoholic subjects (p <
.025).

Older controls performed better than older

alcoholics (p < .05), although young control's and young
alcoholic's score were not statistically different.

The

authors' visual inspection of the results revealed that
older controls and younger alcoholics performed almost
identically, as did the older alcoholics and the elderly
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controls, leading the authors to conclude that alcohol may
have a premature aging effect.
Brandt, Butters, Ryan, and Bayog (1983) utilized the
Four-Word Short-Term Memory Test to study verbal
short-term memory in a group of 134 male detoxified
alcoholics.

Subjects had been abstinent from one month to

59 months at the time of testing.

Alcoholic subjects

performed worse than non-alcoholic controls at the
30-second delay testing (p < .05) but not at the 15-second
delay testing.

Old alcoholic subjects performed worse

than old controls (p < .05), and young alcoholic subjects
performed worse than young controls (p < .05). When
subjects were divided into groups of short-term (between
one and two months), long-term (between one and three
years), and prolonged (at least five years) abstinence
groups, short-term and long-term abstinence groups did not
differ statistically from each other; however, they both
performed more poorly than did the prolonged abstinent
group, who did not differ significantly from non-alcoholic
controls.
Salmon, Butters, and Shuckitt (1986) studied verbal
and visual memory for temporal order and frequency of
occurrence in detoxified alcoholics (abstinent at least 3
weeks prior to testing, median = 4.0 weeks) and in
nonalcoholic controls.

The memory tests included word
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lists and a series of geometric figures.

The alcoholic

subjects performed significantly less well than the
control subjects on the memory for temporal order test
with both the verbal and the figural stimuli when subjects
were unaware they would be questioned about order.

When

subjects were aware (as a result of having already
performed either the verbal or figural version of the
test) that they would be asked to indicate temporal order,
alcoholics performed significantly worse than controls
only with the figural stimuli.

Further, alcoholics

demonstrated deficits, as compared with control subjects,
on judgments of event frequency only when they were
unaware that they would be questioned and the stimuli were
figural.

Frequency judgments for verbal material were

unimpaired.
The Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test was described
by Meir, Benton, and Diller (1987, pp. 250-252) in their
recent book concerning neuropsychological assessment as
often sensitive to deficits in visual-perceptual
processing, particularly detection of spatial relationship
and spatial organization.

Miglioli, Buchtel, Campanini,

and DeRisio (1979) found that a group of alcoholic
subjects, tested during their second week of in-patient
treatment and then 2 months later with modified versions
of tests, did not differ from controls at either testing
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in their ability to reproduce the Rey-Osterrieth figure
while looking at it; however, they were significantly less
able to reproduce the figure from memory 40 minutes later.
While differences at 40 minute recall are likely due
in part to differences in memory abilities, the authors
concluded that spatial organizational factors are likely
to also have contributed to the differences.

Further,

Sullivan, Mathalon, Chung, Zipursky, and Pfefferbaum
(1992) found that detoxified (26-63 days) alcoholics had
lower strategy (i.e., reproductions were more "piecemeal,"
less "holistic") scores than did controls during the copy
phase of the Rey-Osterrieth complex figure test.

During

recall, their reproductions were more holistic than during
copy, yet their accuracy at both copy and recall trials
was poorer than that of the controls.

The authors

concluded that copy (organizational) strategy had a
significant direct effect on copy accuracy, and therefore
on recall.
The Benton Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1974) has
been used widely in neuropsychological assessment.
Although it is a visual recognition task, it is also used
by clinicians to assess for visual-perceptual deficits,
particularly the focal component of visual perception
(Meir et al., 1987, pp. 211-216).

Eckardt, Parker, Noble,

Feldman, and Gottschalk (1978) found that their group of
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95 in-patient alcoholics, tested within 7 days of their
last drink, performed at a level associated with brain
dysfunction on the Benton Visual Retention Test.

Eckardt,

Ryback, and Pautler (1980) tested one group of alcoholic
patients within 2-6 days of their last drink and another
group of alcoholic patients within 14 and 31 days of their
last drink.

No significant differences between

performance on a variety of neuropsychological tests was
found, including on the Benton Visual Retention Test.
Both groups performed at a level associated with brain
dysfunction.

Guthrie and Elliott (1980) tested alcoholic

patients on the 14th day of abstinence and found that 59%
of the patients scored in the impaired range of this test.
Acker (1985) tested female alcoholics no sooner than 10
days (M = 23 days) since their last drink and a control
group of female volunteers, matched for age and education.
Alcoholic subjects performed significantly less well than
control subjects on this test as well.
While there have been some inconsistent findings,
there is evidence of memory deficits in detoxified
alcoholics, as demonstrated both by memory complaints by
alcoholics and by performance on some memory tests below
that of controls.

Unfortunately, memory functioning of

alcoholics has not been investigated in as methodic or
empirical a manner as one might wish, but instead.
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performance on neuropsychological tests with memory
components has been the predominant manner in which memory
functioning has been studied in this population. These
tests are typically administered as part of an extended
neuropsychological battery, and, often, these memory tests
tap more than one ability.

While the exact type and

extent of memory deficits in detoxified alcoholics is,
therefore, unclear, deficits would appear to be
predominately in short-term memory, with both visual and
verbal memory and recall and recognition demonstrating
impairment.

Additionally, the initial encoding process is

frequently implicated as the source of difficulties rather
than subsequent retrieval or increased forgetting.
Not all researchers have agreed that the data support
the existence of memory deficits in detoxified alcoholics.
In their review. Parsons and Prigatano (1977) stated that
they found "little to suggest that general memory
functions are impaired" (p. 193). The authors, suggesting
the future use of "more difficult and complex memory
tasks" further stated, "We are forced to conclude...that,
if present at all, only subtle verbal memory defects
exist, at least as measured by the techniques used in our
studies" (p. 192).
Other authors, however, have concluded that the data
do support the existence of memory deficits in this
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population.

Acker (1982), in a paper addressing

psychological changes in detoxified alcoholics, wrote that
detoxified alcoholics' memory deficits "have not been
fully appreciated."

He referred to memory deficits in

most detoxified alcoholics as "subclinical" but wrote that
a subgroup of "sober" alcoholics have "clinically relevant
memory impairment."

Riege (1987), in a review of memory

deficits in alcoholism, concluded that the memory deficits
do exist in detoxified alcoholics but are

relatively

mild, diffuse, and apparent in tasks requiring effort.

Visual-Perceptual Deficits
in Detoxified Alcoholics
A second reason to suspect that detoxified alcoholic
patients might have RM deficits is the evidence of
perceptual deficits in detoxified alcoholics.

According

to the RM model, during the process of perceiving, sensory
cues become attached to memories, and these cues are later
utilized to discriminate the origin of memories.
Populations demonstrating deficits in perceptual abilities
might, therefore, be at a disadvantage in making those
discriminations, in that their deficient perceptual
abilities might result in less distinct or decreased
sensory cues.
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The vast majority of empirical data concerning
perceptual deficits in detoxified alcoholics has concerned
visual processes/deficits.

According to Oscar-Berman and

Ellis (1987), "Visuospatial and other perceptual deficits
in alcoholics appear to stand out against a background of
relatively preserved overall intelligence" (p. 62). Just
as some tasks purported to measure memory also were
sensitive to visual-perceptual deficits, tasks purported
to measure visual-spatial or general perceptual deficits
frequently tap more than one ability or deficit.
The Object Assembly and Block Design subtests of the
Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1939) and
subsequently the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS;
Wechsler, 1944) and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale—Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1981) have been utilized
to demonstrate visual-spatial deficits in detoxified
alcoholics.

Kaufman (1990) described the abilities,

including spatial abilities, visual-motor coordination,
and visual closure, tapped by the Object Assembly subtest,
a task in which the subject is required to put together
puzzle-like pieces to make a whole object, with no model
of what the final object should be.

Kaufman listed the

ability to benefit from sensory-motor feedback as one of
the unique abilities measured by this subtest.

Abilities

tapped by the Block Design subtest (a task in which a
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subject is required to form a pattern with blocks, using
either a model or a picture of the pattern) included
perceptual organization, spatial abilities, and visual
perception. Kaufman (1990) wrote that visual-perceptual
problems were prone to negatively influence scores on this
subtest.
Wechsler (1941) originally documented deficits in
performance of the Object Assembly subtest in a group of
alcoholic subjects, divided into age groups of 36 to 42
years and 45 to 55 years.

Subjects were drawn from

alcoholic patient populations of a psychiatric division of
a hospital.

All patients were non-psychotic, had at least

a 10 year history of "continued drinking," and
demonstrated no evidence or organic brain syndrome.

No

information was given as to time since last drink.

Both

groups of alcoholic subjects demonstrated lower average
scores (means of 7.8 and 7.2) on the object assembly
subtest of the WAIS than did similar age group normals
whose scores (means of 8.7 and 8.8) were drawn from
standardization data.

Results of statistical

analyses/differences, however, were not presented.
O'Leary, Donovan, and Chaney (1977) reported that
their alcoholic subjects who were tested between the 9th
and 14th day after their last drink, achieved
significantly lower Object Assembly and Block Design
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scores than did a non-alcoholic control group.

Long and

McLachlan (1974) tested a group of 22 alcoholics whose
mean detoxification time was 11.41 days and found that the
alcoholic group performed significantly less well on the
Object Assembly (p < .05) and Block Design (p < .001)
subtests than did a group of non-alcoholic controls.
Miller and Orr (1980) compared the performance of a group
of alcoholic patients tested between 8 and 103 days after
admission (M = 31.6 days) with the performances of a group
of psychiatric in-patients and a group of brain-damaged
patients (heterogeneous group diagnosed with various
organic brain syndromes).

The alcoholic group scored

significantly lower on both the block design and the
object assembly subtests (p < .001 for both) than did the
psychiatric group.

There were no significant differences

between subtest scores for the alcoholic and the
brain-damaged groups.
Acker, Ron, Lishman, and Shaw (1984) tested groups
of alcoholics with a minimum of one week of abstinence on
a variety of neuropsychological measures. The alcoholic
group performed significantly less well than a
non-alcoholic control group on tasks sensitive to
perceptual difficulties, including the Block Design
subtest (object Assembly subtest was not administered) and
the Fragmented Pictures Closure Test (Warrington &
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Weiskrantz, 1968), which is, according to Acker et al.
(1984), a test of visual perception without motor or speed
requirements.

These differences were significant after

variance attributed to differences in premorbid
intelligence between the groups was partialled out of the
scores.
Wilson, Wiedman, Phillips, and Brooks (1988)
administered a series of microcomputer-based procedures to
a group of alcoholics who were tested 7-13 days after
cessation of drinking and retested 2-3 weeks later. At
retest there were significant differences between
alcoholic subjects and controls on Change Detection
Threshold, a test which measures a subject's ability to
detect small changes in a visual display, and Visual Span,
a measure of short-term visual memory. The authors
concluded that alcoholics "show a persisting deficit in
the ability to notice and locate rapid visual changes."
Goldman, Williams, and Klisz (1983) found that older
alcoholics (M age = 50.6 yrs) performed worse than older
controls (M age =47.5 yrs) and younger alcoholics (M ages
=25.5 yrs and 35.2 yrs) at initial testing (at least 15
days since last drink)

on the Visual Search Test, a test

requiring the matching of patterns to the identical
pattern in an array.

Subjects were tested weekly.

By the

3rd week, the older alcoholics' average impairment was
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greater but no longer statistically distinguishable from
the younger alcoholics' performance.

By the 5th week, no

significant differences between groups (alcoholics and
controls) were found.
Studies of visual event-related potentials offer
promising results which may help to localize perceptual
deficits in detoxified alcoholics.

Evoked potentials are

brief recordings of EEG waves following delivery of a
stimulus or while the subject is actively engaged in a
specific task.

Electrodes are placed on specific scalp

locations which are accepted in the field as most likely
to result in clear measurement of the waves.

Signal

averaging techniques are used to extract the signal
produced by perceiving the stimulus or by the activity of
engaging in the task from the background brain activity.
Specific positive (P) and negative (N) wave (labeled
sequentially: 1, 2, etc.) latencies and amplitudes have
been previously linked to sensory, perceptual, and
cognitive functioning. (See Porjesz & Begleiter, 1982, for
a review of specific evoked brain potential techniques).
Ciesielski, Madden, Bligh, and Schopflocher (1985)
administered the Wechsler Memory Scale and the Benton
Visual Rentention Test to 8 detoxified (3-4 weeks)
alcoholics and, during a subsequent session, measured
cognitive potentials evoked by a template-matching visual
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memory task.

Subjects were required to push buttons

simultaneously with their left and right hands when a
pattern which had previously been viewed for 30 seconds
appeared on a computer screen.

Event-related potentials

were collected and analyzed for the occasions when
subjects responded correctly.

Although results of

psychometric tests were not significant between alcoholics
and normal controls, alcoholic subjects produced N2-P3
cognitive potentials with significantly decreased
amplitudes, with the greater reduction seen in P3.

The

authors concluded the following:
The greater reduction of P3 over N2 in the
present research may suggest that cognitive
deficit in alcoholism is not so much related to
an inability to analyze stimulus features
(attributed to N2), as to inability to code the
result of this analysis into memory (attributed
to P3). (p. 406)
The alcoholic group also demonstrated an unusual pattern
of lateral distribution of latencies, in that controls
demonstrated left hemisphere latencies which were more
prolonged than right hemisphere latencies, and alcoholic
subjects displayed the opposite pattern.
Chan, McLeod, Tuck, Walsh, and Feary (1986) utilized
pattern-evoked potentials in a study of chronic alcoholics
with and without Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome.

Pattern-

evoked potentials are obtained by presenting "two
alternating checkerboard patterns, such that the
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illuminated and non-illuminated areas reverse with
successive presentations" (Porjesz & Begleiter, 1982, p.
54) and recording responses at the time of the pattern
reversal.

One large positive peak is obtained with this

technique, and it routinely occurs approximately 100 msec
after the stimulus (Porjesz & Begleiter, 1982).

This peak

is routinely labeled PlOO because of the time it occurs;
however, it is also sometimes labeled PI, since it is the
first (and only) wave obtained.

Chan et al., (1986)

found abnormal pattern-evoked responses in 23% of chronic
alcoholic patients (abstinent at least 2 weeks) without
Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome, and in 37% of alcoholic
patients (abstinent 14-30 days) with Wernicke-Korsakoff
syndrome.

Prolonged latency and reduced amplitude of the

PlOO (PI) component was found.

Although there was some

evidence of improvement following six months of
abstinence, the number of patients who had initial
abnormal evoked responses and who remained abstinent was
too small to determine the nature of recoverability.
Potentials were within normal limits for control subjects.
The authors concluded that the PlOO abnormalities seen
with the alcoholic subjects suggested a "conduction defect
in the optic fibres especially in those which are
responsible for central vision."
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Auditory event-related potentials have been used
recently in the investigation of possible auditory
deficits in alcoholics.

Porjesz and Begleiter (1981,

1982) reviewed studies utilizing auditory brainstem
potentials (also known as early evoked activity) and
concluded that results suggest "possible demyelination of
auditory pathways" (1981, p. 310). Skerchock and Cohen
(1984) utilized auditory event-related potentials (also
known as late evoked activity) in a study of chronic
alcoholics and controls.

Detoxification time for the

alcoholic group was not reported.

The authors found that

the alcoholic group had depressed auditory evoked
responses compared to the non-drinking control group.

The

authors presented their belief that "basic neurosensory
brain processes are directly harmed by chronic alcohol
ingestion."
Various tests of sensory perception have been
utilized with the detoxified alcoholic population.

Potter

and Butters (1980) found that alcoholics abstinent a
minimum of one month prior to testing performed
significantly worse than a non-alcoholic control group on
a test of odor quality discrimination; however, the two
groups did not perform significantly differently on tasks
of odor detection or hue discrimination.

Goldman,

Whitman, Rosenbaum, and Vandevusse (1978) found that
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hospitalized "alcohol abusers" performed significantly
less well than a group of control subjects on a measure of
cutaneous sensitivity (measured by punctate stimulation)
as well as on a measure of cutaneous discrimination
(measured by palmar number writing), but not on a measure
of two-point threshold.

Subjects were tested on days 5,

15, and 25 since last drink.

No significant improvement

from day 5 to 25 appeared on the cutaneous sensitivity
measure.

Improvement was demonstrated on the measure of

cutaneous discrimination, although performance had not
reached that of control subjects at day 25.
Parsons and Leber (1982) stated that their review of
cognitive dysfunction in alcoholics indicated that
alcoholics were "mildly but significantly impaired" in
"Perceptual- motor-spatial abilities" (p. 246). They
further concluded.
The majority of research indicates that
improvement in cognitive functioning may be
observed over periods ranging from 3 weeks to 1
year. There is no evidence to suggest that
alcoholics reach a level of functioning equal to
nonalcoholics across all abilities, regardless
of length of abstinence, (p. 247)
Goldman (1983), in his review, summarized his findings as
follows:
Existing verbal abilities (vocabulary) are not
impaired following drinking cessation. Most
other abilities, especially when any new
learning is involved, are impaired during the
first week or two of abstinence. New verbal
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learning then recovers. Visual-spatial
abilities, abstraction and problem solving,
short-term memory, and perhaps some simple
sensory reception show persistent impairment,
particularly in older alcoholics. It is
possible that with prolonged abstinence, some of
these abilities may also recover, (p. 1050)
Few studies of cognitive abilities of detoxified
alcoholics have 1-year follow-up, and those which do
usually show no differences for either memory or
perceptual abilities between alcoholic and control groups
Additionally, many tasks confound memory, visual-spatial,
motor and other abilities.

Therefore, it is difficult to

agree that the data support the existence of "persistent"
memory and visual-spatial deficits. Although there are
some mixed findings, results of a significant number of
studies does support the idea that short-term memory and
visual-perceptual deficits exist in the recently
detoxified alcoholic population.

Reality Monitoring in Detoxified
Chronic Alcoholics
The RM model indicates that sensory-perceptual
processes are important in the discrimination of
externally derived and internally generated memories,
since externally derived memories contain increased
sensory cues which are utilized in the discrimination
process.

Detoxified alcoholics demonstrate perceptual
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deficits, particularly visual-perceptual deficits, and the
presence of these deficits suggests that detoxified
alcoholics might display some problems on a RM task.
Additionally, detoxified alcoholics demonstrate evidence
of memory deficits.

As RM is a memory task, the presence

of general memory deficits in alcoholics suggests the
possibility of RM difficulties with this population.
Because detoxified alcoholics demonstrate both memory and
perceptual deficits, there is particular reason to suspect
RM deficits and to study this population.

Furthermore,

Johnson (1977) suggested that the effect of alcohol on
reality monitoring should be studied, stating that studies
"might augment available information about the types of
processes that are susceptible to alcohol disruption" (p.
54) .
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APPENDIX B
VERBAL REALITY MONITORING TASK

List A
1

He lay down and went to sleep.

2

The teacher wrote the problem on the

3

The squirrel stored some nuts in the tree

4

The ship disappeared into the thick fog.

5

We sometimes forget that golf is just a _
You can't open the door with the wrong
Shuffle the cards before you

8

.

Sharon dried the bowls with a towel.
The movers put the sofa on the bare

10) To pay for the car, Al simply wrote a

.

11) Don't believe everything you hear.
12) When the power went out, the house became
13) The soldier complained that his portion was too
small.
14) The children went outside to play.
15) The parents pleaded with their daughter to come
home.
16) At night the old woman locked the door.
17) The bill was due at the end of the
18) He was afraid to work the night shift.
19) Don't touch the wet paint.
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.

20

Sam could not believe her story was

21) The pigs wallowed in the mud.
22) The power went out, and all the food went bad.
23) Joan boiled the eggs in

.

24) The child was born with a rare disease.
25) They sat together without speaking a single word
26) The kids fed the ducks some stale

.

27) The rude waiter was not given a
28) Joan fed the baby some warm

.
.

29) The gambler had a streak of bad luck.
30) He loosened the tie around his
31) The children held their hands and formed a

32) Bob proposed, but she turned him down.
33) Even for an amateur, he was pretty good
34) He liked lemon and sugar in his
35) The lecture should last about one
36) Dillinger once robbed that bank.
37) John swept the floor with a broom.
38) His boss refused to give him a

.

39) The cows moved from the sun into the
40) The old milk tasted very

.
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List B
1)

When the power went out, the house became dark.

2)

The parents pleaded with their daughter to come

3)

Even for an amateur he was pretty

4)

The kids fed the ducks some stale bread.

5)

He was afraid to work the night

6)

Dil linger once robbed that

7)

Shuffle the cards before you deal.

8)

Sam could not believe her story was true

9)

At night the old woman locked the

10

The power went out, and all the food went

11

John swept the floor with a

12

The lecture should last about one hour.

13

The children went outside to

14

His boss refused to give him a raise.

15

Don't believe everything you

16

He loosened the tie around his neck.

17

The gambler had a streak of bad

18

Joan boiled the eggs in water.

19

Don't touch the wet

20

The bill was due at the end of the month.

21

We sometimes forget that golf is just a game

22

The rude waiter was not given a tip.

23

The pigs wallowed in the

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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24) The soldier complained that his portion was too

25

The movers put the sofa on the bare floor.

26

Sharon dried the bowls with a

27

The teacher wrote the problem on the board.

28

Bob proposed, but she turned him

29

He liked lemon and sugar in his tea.

30

You can't open the door with the wrong key.

31

The squirrel stored some nuts in the

32

Joan fed her baby some warm milk.

33

To pay for the car, Al simply wrote a check.

34

The cows moved from the sun into the shade.

35

The children held their hands and formed a circle

36

The ship disappeared into the thick

37

The old milk tasted very sour.

38

He lay down and went to

39

They sat together without speaking a single

40

The child was born with a rare

.

.

.

.

.
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APPENDIX C
WHOLE AND HALF DRAWINGS
UTILIZED IN VIS-RMT
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APPENDIX D
EXPANDED RESULTS

A large group (N = 35) of detoxified alcoholic
subjects' data were excluded from analysis because of
reported past drug abuse.

Because of the large size of

this group, it was decided to run group comparisons
between these alcoholics and alcoholics without a history
of drug abuse.

Results of t-tests indicate that there

were no significant differences between groups on either
memory measure.

Refer to Table 6 for group means and

standard deviations and for results of t-tests of group
means.

The alcoholic group's mean verbal ONR score was

slightly higher than the drug/alcoholic group's mean
verbal ONR score, although this difference did not
approach statistical significance.

The alcoholic group's

mean visual ONR score was slightly lower than the
drug/alcoholic group's mean visual ONR score, although
this difference too did not approach statistical
significance.

The alcoholic group's mean verbal 100 score

was lower than the drug/alcoholic group's mean verbal 100
score, but again the difference was not statistically
significant.

Finally, the alcoholic group's mean visual

100 score was virtually identical to the drug/alcoholic
group's mean visual 100 score.
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Results indicate that

previous drug use did not affect these subjects'
performance on reality monitoring or ONR memory tasks
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Table 6
Summary of T-tests of Group Means of Visual
Old-New-Recognition and Identification-ofOrigin Scores for Alcoholic versus
Alcohol/Drug Subjects

Alcohol Group

Drug/Alcohol Group

Mean

Mean

SD

Verbal ONR

65.5

Verbal 100

73.2

63.6
9.7
d
t == . 6 7 , p = . 5 1 , f = 44

16.2
t == 1 . 4 5 , p =••

.

1

SD
8.3

80.0
13.2
d f == 44
5 ,

10.0
75.8
8.31
t == . 5 3 , p = . 6 0 , d f = 4 7

Visual ONR

74.4

Visual 100

80.1

12.0
80.4
10.3
t == . 1 0 , p = . 9 2 , d f = 47
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